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 Advances in the field of robotics have laid a solid foundation for 
human-robot-interaction research; this research values demonstrations of 
emotional competence from robotic systems and herein lie opportunities for 
progress within the therapeutic industry, creation of companion robots, and 
integration of robotics among everyday households. The development of 
emotive expression within robotics is progressing at a fair pace; however, 
there is next to no research on this form of expression as it pertains to a 
robot's manner of walking. The work presented here proves that it is possible 
for robots to walk with the capability of expressing emotions that are 
identifiable by their human counterparts.  
This hypothesis is explored utilizing a four-legged robot in simulation 
and reality, and the details necessary for this application are presented in 
this work. This quadruped is comprised of four manipulators each consisting 
of seven degrees of freedom. The inverse kinematics and dynamics are solved 
for each leg with closed form solutions that incorporate the inverse of Euler’s 
finite rotation formula. With the kinematics solved, the robot utilizes a 
central pattern generator to create a neutral gait and balances with an 





algorithm. Independent of the kinematics, a method of generating poses that 
represent the emotions: happy, sad, angry, and fearful, is presented. This 
work also details how to overlay poses atop a gait to transform the neutral 
gait into an emotive walking style. 
In addition to laying the framework for developing the emotive 
walking styles, an evaluation of the presented gaits is detailed. Two IRB 
approved studies were performed independently of each other. The first study 
took feedback from subjects regarding ways to make the emotive gaits more 
compelling and applied them to the initial poses. The second study evaluated 
the effectiveness of the final gaits, with improved poses, and proves that 
emotive walking patterns were created: walking patterns that will be 
suitable for emotional acuity. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Motivation and Approach 
To create a robotic system that can empathize with humans is a non-
trivial undertaking, requiring extensive use of completed research and a 
wealth of research yet to be completed. The creation of such a system is 
necessary to further the field of therapeutic robotics and to make these 
robotic systems commonplace in the home. For instance, currently, service 
dogs are used as companions for people diagnosed with autism; however, 
there are cases where a human with such a handicap may not be capable of 
physically sustaining a companion animal. In these cases, if a robot was 
capable of fulfilling the role of a companion, it could sustain itself and fill an 
emotional void in the patient’s life as an in-home companion. Even now, 
autistic therapy utilizes robotic systems [1], showing that these systems are 
useful. Yet there is much development to be done in the field.   
   One facet of this empathetic system that has yet to be formalized is 
the ability for the system to display an intended emotion using body 
language. The most related work to this goal has been done using a toy dog 
and manipulating its walking speed as well as the movement of its head and 





and tail of the robot, and it seems possible for a robotic system to display 
Ekman’s four continuous emotions (happy, sad, anger, and fear) [3, 4] solely 
through its mode of walking. This development of gaits that can be 
interpreted as emotional has yet to be shown; that is the goal of this work.  
This thesis approaches the challenge of creating a quadrupedal robot, a 
dog named Mr. Pete, to display emotions through its gaits.  We first explore 
design of the robot legs in order to provide sufficient range of motion to allow 
redundant poses and foot positions sufficient for displaying different body 
language.  Inverse kinematics are then solved to evaluate how redundancy in 
the legs can be used to provide different configurations related to different 
types of body language.  The inverse kinematics are then analyzed and 
modified to assure that particular types of body language are consistently 
portrayed throughout a gait.  A central pattern generator is then used to 
create quasi-static crawling gaits to create locomotion.  Several poses are 
then created to elicit different emotions, which can be seen in Figure 1. These 
are then overlaid on top of a neutral pose in combination with the central 
pattern generator to portray these emotions throughout the gaits while 
maintain quasi-statically stable postures.  IRB-approved external subject 
studies are then conducted to tune and adapt the poses and gaits to better 
elicit the perceived emotions.  Internal subject studies using a separate 
subject pool are then conducted to evaluate effectiveness of the robot and 






There has been significant work studying the emotions of humans and 
their fellow human’s abilities to interpret these emotions [5-9]. It has been 
evident early on that by using a human’s facial cues, emotions are readily 
perceived. This has been supported in many studies and these facial cues are 
universal across world cultures [7]. The emotional categories are often split 
  
(a)                                                        (b) 
 
  
 (c)                                                        (d) 
Figure 1. The robot displays its four emotive poses: (a) a happy pose, (b) a sad 





into Ekman’s six universal emotions: happy, sad, surprise, disgust, anger, 
fear, and often a seventh emotion is added to the list as a control variable: 
neutral [3, 4, 10]. There has also been work studying perception of emotions 
from human gaits and this has been done in many different fields of study 
from dance to psychology [5, 11]. These studies show that emotions of a 
walking human can be detected based on their gaits. 
This work regarding emotional identification of humans has also been 
expanded into the animal kingdom [8], though it hasn’t been explored as 
deeply as the human counterpart.  For instance, based on the tonality of a 
dog’s bark, subjects have been found to be capable of consistently identifying 
the dog’s emotion or situation [10]. Similarly, viewing photographs of a dog’s 
face has allowed humans (both those experienced with dogs and those with 
minimal dog interaction) to identify the dog’s emotional state, again using 
Ekman’s six emotions (plus neutral) [12]. When comparing the facial muscles 
of humans to dogs, there are many strong correlations, inferring that this 
ability to determine a dog’s emotion based on its face are kinesthetically 
appropriate [13]. Darwin describes the actions and body posture of dogs in 
emotional states or situations in detail [8], but no work has been found that 
explicitly examines a dog’s gait in relation to its emotions. 
In order to study emotive gaits, the gaits themselves need to be studied 
and the gaits of mammalian quadrupeds happen to be well documented [14, 





similar living quadruped’s emotion or situation based solely on their gait. 
Meanwhile, to improve human robot interaction, studies are being 
done to mimic human emotions utilizing robots. By creating articulated faces 
on robotic platforms, users can successfully identify intended displays of 
emotions similar to the emotional facial recognition of humans mentioned 
above [16, 17]. In addition, robots have imitated actors setting down a cup as 
well as imitating knocking on a door in different emotive states [18]. The 
emotive human gait has also been parameterized and transferred to a 
hexapod in an effort to produce robotic emotive gaits, though its effectiveness 
was never evaluated [19]. Additional human gait parameterization based on 
emotions has been gathered with the intent to improve human robot 
interaction; however, these parameters were never applied to a robotic 
system [3].  
Quadrupedal gaits have been well studied in many different facets. 
The stability of static gaits has been well documented [20]. Quadrupedal 
gaits have also been shown to handle rough terrain, often by employing cost 
functions [21]. Not only have static gaits been well explored, but quadrupedal 
dynamic gaits are also a growing field in research [22]. In addition to these 
gait studies, robotic dogs are capable of displaying emotions by utilizing 
movement of the head and tail while walking [2]. Little other research has 
been done regarding the emotional display of a quadruped robot though. 





sessions with children diagnosed with autism [1]. There are also suggestions 
that, with children diagnosed with autism, a mobile robot could be used as a 
cognitive orthotic or safety blanket. This suggests that combining emotional 
therapy with a mobile robot has the potential to significantly impact autistic 
therapy [23]. 
All of these studies can be brought together and expounded upon to 
create a quadruped robot that can walk in such a manner that a human will 
perceive it as emotional. This will be done using the gait of the robot alone; 
there will be no superfluous indicators such as a head, tail, or bristling fur. 
Contributions 
This thesis makes several contributions related to using robots to 
display emotions through their body language.  Subject studies demonstrate 
that Mr. Pete is effective in displaying happiness, fear, and anger, but 
sadness is sometimes misinterpreted.  As indicated in the related work, this 
has not been accomplished previously with quadrupedal robots. To 
accomplish this goal, this research contributes methods of generating poses 
sufficient to elicit emotions and contributes poses for neutral, happy, sad, 
fear, and anger.  While the initial emotional poses were based upon intuition 
and imagery of dogs and cats from the internet, this research contributes 
subject studies to adapt the poses to make them more convincing.  Towards 





the neutral pose to represent the emotions as a deviation from the neutral 
pose.   Standard gait generation is applied to create the neutral gait, but this 
work highlights that the emotional poses must be modified such that a stable 
emotional gait is created.  The research also contributes results that prove 
that the proposed redundant leg design is sufficient for creating these 
emotive gaits as well as methods for dealing with inverse kinematics such 
that the emotions are consistently portrayed throughout the gait. The 
research also provides a method for computing the inverse of Euler’s finite 
rotation formula, which is necessary in solving for the inverse kinematics.   
Thesis Outline 
The majority of the technical developments necessary to realize this 
work are presented in Chapter 2, where methods are presented.  Design of 
the robot and legs is presented first, followed by inverse kinematics and 
methods of providing consistent leg configurations.  The central pattern 
generator is shown, following the inverse kinematics, which details the 
realization of the gaits. The central pattern generator includes the creation of 
leg trajectories, application of the inverse kinematics, inverse dynamic 
solving, and methods for balancing the robot throughout its various 
emotional gaits. Following the explanation of the central pattern generator, 
the method for creation of the emotional poses/key frames is presented, along 





regards overlaying these poses atop a neutral gait and details the necessary 
considerations for ensuring a stable emotional gait. 
Chapter 3 discusses the study designs used for universalizing the 
emotive gaits and evaluating their effectiveness, and Chapter 4 details these 
studies. Evaluation of the results can be seen in Chapter 5, including the 
rejection of the null hypothesis with a chi-squared independence test. 
There is still much work that can be done despite the successes 
discussed in Chapter 5; suggestions regarding future work are given in 
Chapter 6. All of this work is summarized in Chapter 7, the conclusion, and is 
followed by three appendices. The first appendix formalizes the inverse 
solving of Euler’s finite rotation formula. This work is utilized multiple times 
in the solving of the inverse kinematics. Appendix B provides the C++ code 
that was used for the real-world application of the inverse kinematics and 
finally, Appendix C gives the IRB approval letter. 
2. METHODS 
In order to realize emotive gaits, this work show a method for 
designing and creating a walking robot that can be summarized by a few 
distinct components, beginning with the physical design and construction of 
the robot along with a simulation of the robot. With the structure of the robot 
in place, it is shown how to determine this robot’s forward and inverse 
kinematics; also of importance, the singularities and limitations of the robot’s 
workspace are addressed. These components allow for a central pattern 
generator (CPG) to be designed that facilitates the locomotion of the robot. 
The CPG includes the dynamics of the robot, manipulator trajectories, and 
balancing. Despite these distinctions and categorization in the creation of a 
robotic system, it is important to realize that for an effective system to be 
made, each developmental section depends on every other section, so 
considerations of all aspects must continually be kept in mind throughout the 
entire design process. 
One method to progress from a walking robot to an emotive walking 
robot is through the use of poses, or key frames, which is shown to be 
effective in this work. This begins with the initial position of the robot from 





and displayed in a manner such that it now displays each desired emotion. 
This displacement can be thought of as an overlay, and applying these 
various pose overlays to the CPG leads to the creation of the emotive gaits by 
maintaining the pose displacements throughout the entire gait.  
Build and Design of Robot 
When designing a quadruped with the purpose of displaying emotions, 
as in the case of this research, it is desirable for the legs to have significant 
mobility and reconfigurability. By so doing, the robot will have immense 
freedom to orient its body and alter the form of the legs throughout the gait. 
With this in mind, a quadruped was designed with seven degrees of freedom 
(DOF) in each leg, resulting in a twenty-eight DOF robot. With a typical six 
DOF leg, the foot/end effector can have both its position and its orientation 
defined, but by adding an addition joint, the leg becomes redundant, and in 
turn, reconfigurable. This reconfigurability is what allows for the legs 
themselves to enter specific postures throughout the gait, and allows the leg 
freedom beyond mere locomotion; such as eliciting emotions. 
The final leg design was chosen to have a spherical shoulder/hip, a 
single joint in the knee, and a spherical ankle, which can be seen in Figure 2. 
This configuration puts the redundancy of the seven DOF leg in the 
orientation of the knee. By having the redundancy in the angle of knee 





seen in Figure 1, this changing of width can be seen in nature with different 
emotive applications such as a gorilla widening its stance to appear dominant 
or a dog cowering in fear. 
The legs of the robot were attached to the body at a forty-five-degree 
angle below the robot’s x-y plane, which can be seen in Figure 3. This was 
suggested based on unpublished research from Kairos Autonomi in order to 
increase the leg’s available workspace below the robot. Ideally the robot 
would have a perfect sphere of workable space; unfortunately, because of the 
limitations imposed by physical hardware, this cannot occur. Since the 
purpose of the robot is to walk, workspace below the robot’s x-y plane should 
be prioritized. 
This robot was designed such that when in a completely upright pose, 
the body is 50cm from the ground, and the body was designed to be 25cm 
wide and 35cm long. These dimensions were based on available hardware 
and a goal of trying to maintain a visually proportionate robot. The robot, 
Figure 2. Photograph of the leg's zero angle configuration. Each servo's joint 
axis has been highlighted in white. The left end corresponds to the leg’s foot, 





constructed from servo motors, can be seen in Figure 3 where it may be noted 
that no covering or skin was placed on the robot. This was done intentionally 
to refrain from superfluous physical additions and to ensure that any 
perceived emotions were based on the gait of the robot and not its static 
physical appearance. This robot was also simulated in the Virtual Robotics 
Experimentation Platform (VREP), and the simulated robot can be seen in 
Figure 4.  
 
Figure 3. Image of the 28 degree of freedom quadruped. The robot’s reference 






A major benefit to the legs being designed with two spherical joints 
separated by a 1 DOF knee is that a closed form solution to the inverse 
kinematics can be solved for. From the robot’s reference frame, each foot is 
given a goal position, orientation, and a goal angle for its elbow: the robot’s 
reference frame is defined as positive x pointing toward the front of the robot 
body, positive y pointing toward the left of the robot body, positive z pointing 
towards the top of the robot body, and the reference frame is centered in the 
 
Figure 4. Image of the quadruped simulated in the Virtual Robotics 
Experimentation platform. The robot’s reference frame is shown in white and 





robot’s body, which is highlighted in Figure 3. Every leg has an identical 
kinematic structure, so with a knowledge of the geometry of the robot, the 
same inverse kinematics solution can be used for each leg.  
Each leg was designed to have the structure of a 6R arm, but with an 
additional joint between the 2nd and 3rd joint when counting from the 
proximal end of the 6R arm (in this case the shoulder/hip) as seen in Figure 5 
with the DH parameters described in Table 1. Such a design leads to an over-
constrained system with regards to a desired tool frame position and 
orientation, so to solve for the inverse kinematics, task space augmentation 
can be incorporated by also specifying a desired angle for the elbow in 
relation to the body [24]. A similar arm is described in [25] and the joint 
angles can be solved for in the same order as proposed there, but for an 
accurate solution that leads to the desired end effector position and 
orientation, as well as the desired elbow angle, different functions must be 
 
Figure 5. Depiction of the modified 6R arm, with the added link highlighted 
in red. In this application, the base frame is located on the robot’s body and 






used to solve for each joint angle. This is because of differences in the task 
space augmentation definitions and to ensure consistent leg configurations 
throughout each leg’s trajectory. 
Starting from the body of the robot, the desired position and 
orientation of the foot is transformed such that they are now located at the 
proximal end of the leg (the shoulder/hip) and describe the position and 
orientation of the ankle (referred to as the wrist in terms of the 6R arm): 
ࢀ௙௢௢௧ ൌ௥௢௕௢௧ ൤ ࡾ
௥௢௕௢௧ ௙௢௢௧ ࢖௥௢௕௢௧ ௙௢௢௧
૙் 1 ൨ 
ࢀ଴ ௔௡௞௟௘ ൌ ሺ ࢀ଴௥௢௕௢௧ ሻିଵ ∗ ࢀ௙௢௢௧	௥௢௕௢௧ ∗ ൫ ࢀ௙௢௢௧௔௡௞௟௘ ൯ିଵ 
where ࢀ଴௥௢௕௢௧   and ࢀ௙௢௢௧௔௡௞௟௘   are known from the robot’s geometry. The angle 
of the fourth joint can immediately be found now that the position of the 
ankle, ࢖௔, is known: 
ߠସ ൌ േatanሺඥሺ݀ଷ ൅ ݀ହሻ
ଶ െ |࢖௔|ଶ
|࢖௔|ଶ െ ሺ݀ଷ ൅ ݀ହሻଶ ሻ 
This results in two solutions, commonly known as the elbow-in and elbow-out 
Table 1: DH parameters of the 7 DOF serial, rotary manipulator used for 
each leg of the quadruped. 
i ࢇ࢏ ࢊ࢏ ࢻ࢏ 
1 0 0 ߨ/2 
2 0 0 ߨ/2 
3 0 ݀ଷ െߨ/2 
4 0 0 ߨ/2 
5 0 ݀ହ െߨ/2 
6 0 0 ߨ/2 






configurations. To maintain the rear knees bending toward the front of the 
robot, the negative solution should be utilized, and to maintain the front 
knees bending toward the rear of the robot, the positive solution should be 
utilized, the result of which is shown in Figure 6. This results in matching 
knee orientations of both canines and felines. At this point, the first two joint 
angles must be solved for as if the redundant joint was nonexistent (or 
equivalently, ߠଷ ൌ 0): 
ߠଵᇱ ൌ 	atan2ሺ࢖௔ሺ1ሻ, ࢖௔ሺ0ሻሻ 
࢖ଵ ௔ᇱ ൌ ൥
cosሺݐଵᇱሻ 0 sinሺݐଵᇱሻ




߶ ൌ atan2ሺ ࢖ଵ ௔ᇱ ሺ1ሻ, ࢖ଵ ௔ᇱ ሺ0ሻሻ 
߰ ൌ atan2ሺ݀ହ sinሺݐସሻ	 , ݀ଷ 	൅	݀ହ cosሺݐସሻሻ 
 
Figure 6. The robot is designed to have both knees pointed in. This is the 





ߠଶᇱ ൌ ߶ െ ߰ ൅ ߨ2 
where the prime notation indicates the solution when ߠଷ ൌ 0. Traditionally, 
the four-quadrant arc tangent function is not utilized in the solving for ݐଵᇱ  and 
two solutions exist corresponding to two separate and opposite shoulder 
configurations; however, in this application, the four-quadrant arc tangent 
function leads to consistency throughout the manipulator’s trajectory. The 






Then, using Euler’s finite rotation equation [26], the position of the 




࢖௘ ൌ ࢔ᇱ ∗ ࢔ᇱ ∙ ࢖௘ᇱ ∗ ሺ1 െ cosሺߠ௘ሻሻ ൅ ࢖௘ᇱ ∗ cosሺݐ௘ሻ ൅ ࢔ᇱ ൈ ࢖௘ᇱ ∗ sin	ሺߠ௘ሻ 
Now that the location of the elbow is known, the first two joint angles may 
now be solved for uniquely: 
ߠଵ ൌ atan2ሺ࢖௘ሺ1ሻ, ࢖௘ሺ0ሻሻ 
ߠଶ ൌ atan2ሺඥ࢖௘ሺ0ሻଶ ൅ ࢖௘ሺ1ሻଶ	, െ࢖௘ሺ2ሻሻ 
Then, by utilizing the inverse of Euler’s finite rotation equation (which is 
detailed in Appendix A) the redundant third joint angle may be found, but 
first the supporting vectors must be defined as well as the position of the 











࢖௘௔ᇱ ൌ ࢖௔ᇱ െ ࢖௘ 
࢖௘௔ ൌ ࢖௔ െ ࢖௘ 
࢔ ൌ ࢖௘|࢖௘| 
Note that the transformation from the base of the robot to the supplemental 
wrist location, ࢀ଴ ହᇱ , relies on ߠହ, which has not yet been solved for. However, 
ߠହ does not affect the supplemental wrist position (࢖௪ᇱ ), only its orientation, 
and in order to solve for ߠଷ, we only need the wrist’s position; so for now, an 
arbitrary, temporary value for ߠହ may be chosen. With these vectors defined, 
the inverse of the finite rotation formula may now be applied: 
cosሺߠଷሻ ൌ ࢖௘௔
ᇱ ∙ ࢖௘௔ െ ࢖௘௔ᇱ ∙ ࢔ ∗ ሺ࢔ ∙ ࢖௘௔ᇱ ሻ
࢖௘௔ᇱ ∙ ࢖௘௔ᇱ െ ࢖௘௔ᇱ ∙ ࢔ ∗ ሺ࢔ ∙ ࢖௘௔ᇱ ሻ 
sinሺߠଷሻ ൌ ሺ࢔ ൈ ࢖௘௔
ᇱ ሻ ∙ ሺ࢖௘௔ െ ࢔ ∗ ሺ࢔ ∙ ࢖௘௔ᇱ ሻሻ
ሺ࢔ ൈ ࢖௘௔ᇱ ሻ ∙ ሺ࢔ ൈ ࢖௘௔ᇱ ሻ  
ߠଷ ൌ atan2ሺsinሺߠଷሻ , cosሺߠଷሻሻ 
Finally, the last three joint angles (ߠହ, ߠ଺, and	ߠ଻) can be found using the 
standard solution to the spherical wrist problem [27], which is described here 
for completeness: 
Starting with the four known joint angles and the desired end effector 






ࡾସ ௔ ൌ ሺ଴ࡾଵ ∗ ࡾଵ ଶ ∗ ࡾଶ ଷ ∗ ࡾଷ ସሻ் ∗ ࡾ௔଴  
ସࡾ௔ ൌ ସࡾହ ∗ ହࡾ଺ ∗ ଺ࡾ௔ 
ߠହ can be isolated by manipulating the order of transformation 
matrices and inspecting their individual elements: 
ସࡾ௔ ∗ ଺ࡾ௔் ൌ ସࡾହ ∗ ହࡾ଺ 
Multiplying the rotation matrices on each side results in: 
ସࡾ௔ ∗ ଺ࡾ௔் ൌ ൥
ݎଵଵ ݎଵଶ ݎଵଷݎଶଵ ݎଶଶ ݎଶଷݎଷଵ ݎଷଶ ݎଷଷ
൩ ∗ ൥
cሺߠ଻ሻ sሺߠ଻ሻ 0
െsሺߠ଻ሻ cሺߠ଻ሻ 00 0 1
൩ ൌ ൥
⋮ ⋮ ݎଵଷ⋮ ⋮ ݎଶଷ⋮ ⋮ ݎଷଷ
൩ 









⋮ ⋮ sሺߠ଺ሻ ∗ cሺߠହሻ
⋮ ⋮ sሺߠ଺ሻ ∗ sሺߠହሻ
⋮ ⋮ cሺߠ଺ሻ
቏ 
where ߠହ can now be solved for: 
ߠହ ൌ tanିଵ ቆsሺߠହሻ ∗ sሺߠ଺ሻcሺߠହሻ ∗ sሺߠ଺ሻቇ ൌ tan
ିଵሺݎଶଷݎଵଷሻ 
This results in two separate solutions for ߠହ, but again, for consistency 
throughout the portion of the workspace within which the foot operates, the 
four-quadrant arctangent function should be utilized: 
ߠହ ൌ atan2ሺݎଶଷ, ݎଵଷሻ 
 ߠ଺ and ߠ଻ can be uniquely defined with a similar approach: 
ସࡾହ் ∗ ସࡾ௔ ൌ ହࡾ଺ ∗ ଺ࡾ௔ 
Multiplying the rotation matrices on each side results in: 
ସࡾହ் ∗ ସࡾ௔ ൌ ൥
cሺߠହሻ ݏሺߠହሻ 00 0 െ1
െsሺߠହሻ cሺߠହሻ 0
൩ ∗ ൥







⋮ ⋮ ݎଵଷcሺߠହሻ ൅ ݎଶଷsሺߠହሻ⋮ ⋮ െݎଷଷ
െݎଵଵsሺߠହሻ ൅ ݎଶଵܿሺθହሻ െݎଵଶsሺߠହሻ ൅ ݎଶଶcሺߠହሻ െݎଵଷsሺߠହሻ ൅ ݎଶଷcሺߠହሻ
቏ 





where ߠ଺ and ߠ଻ can now be found: 
ߠ଺ ൌ atan2൫sሺߠ଺ሻ, cሺߠ଺ሻ൯ ൌ atan2ሺݎଵଷcሺߠହሻ ൅ ݎଶଷsሺߠହሻ, 	ݎଷଷሻ 
ߠ଻ ൌ atan2൫sሺߠ଻ሻ, cሺߠ଻ሻ൯ ൌ atan2ሺെݎଵଵsሺߠହሻ ൅ ݎଶଵcሺߠହሻ, െݎଵଶsሺߠହሻ ൅ ݎଶଶcሺߠହሻሻ	
To summarize, by utilizing task space augmentation, each joint angle 
can be solved for with a vigorous closed form solution – vigorous in the sense 
that it can maintain desired configurations throughout the entire end effector 
trajectory despite multiple solutions being possible. This requires a desired 
foot position and orientation, as well as an angle relating the knee to the 
body. By using these inverse kinematics, not only is locomotion possible, but 
each individual leg’s posture can be modified throughout a gait. 
Inverse Kinematic Consistencies 
It is important to note that there are three separate potential 
singularities in the solution of the inverse kinematics: when ߠ଺ ൌ 0	݋ݎ	ߨ (the 
wrist singularity), when ߠସ ൌ 0	݋ݎ	ߨ (the knee singularity), and when ߠଶ ൌ
0	݋ݎ	ߨ (the shoulder singularity). In each of these singularities, the preceding 
joint angle can be set to 0 and the following joint can be solved as usual. In 





maintained because at times, it will attempt to switch from elbow-in to 
elbow-out, or vice versa. This maintenance is done with a recursive solution 
of the inverse kinematics based on the previous position of the elbow and the 
previous position of the ankle, and an intelligent application of dot and cross 
products.  
This novel maintenance is done by taking the cross product of the old 
elbow position with the old ankle position and comparing that to the cross 
product of the proposed elbow position with the proposed ankle position. By 
doing this, it is possible to tell if the vectors are pointing into or out of the 
same plane. If so, then the elbow configuration is the same. If they are in 
opposing directions, then the elbow configurations are different and the 
inverse kinematics must be resolved with an addition of ߨ to the desired 
elbow angle. 
 This can be stated in mathematical terms as follows: 
݂݅	൫࢖௘,௢௟ௗ ൈ ࢖௔,௢௟ௗ൯ ∙ ሺ࢖௘ ൈ ࢖௔ሻ ൏ 0			 ∶ 				 ߠ௘൅ൌ ߨ 
By adding ߨ to ߠ௘, the knee will be rotated into the desired configuration. 
This checking algorithm as well as the inverse kinematics have been 







Central Pattern Generator 
With a closed form solution to the inverse kinematics in place, a 
central pattern generator is ideal for creating an initial neutral gait, 
establishing the necessary prerequisite for emotive gait experimentation. In 
the proposed approach, a neutral gait is made first before emotive gaits are 
created. For this application, a crawl was chosen from the creep style of gaits 
with a duty factor of ߚ ൌ 0.75, which is the fastest possible quasi-static gait 
for a quadruped [28, 29]. While more dynamic gaits are possible in future 
work, this gait was chosen for its simplicity and to evaluate its ability to 
demonstrate emotional display.  The creep style of gait has also been shown 
to be the preferred gait in mammals when it is available [20]. In this gait, the 
feet swing in the order of: {RH, RF, LH, LF}, where L stands for left, R stands 
for right, H stands for hind, and F stands for front. This ordering mimics the 
pattern that canines exhibit when walking [14].  
With this CPG, the orientation of the body remains fixed throughout 
the gait, it also leads to a fixed velocity of the body in the x-direction and the 
body height remains constant. Given a desired step length and step height, 
the neutral pose is created by lowering the body of the robot at least to the 
point that a step can be made without any leg leaving its workspace. With 
the robot used in this study, the neutral gait was created with an 80mm step 
length, 40 mm step height, and the body was lowered 200 mm; this can be 





amount is that kinematic singularities are more easily avoided, however, care 
must be taken not to lower the body an excessive amount; recall that this 
initial lowering creates the neutral pose and to make an unnatural looking 
gait is undesirable for an emotionally neutral gait. 
The trajectory of the swing foot follows half of a sine wave in the x-z 
plane, whose amplitude and period are both inputs to the CPG based on the 
desired characteristics of the gait. A sine wave was chosen over other 
common trajectories, such as polynomials, because of the ease of maintaining 
an identical height map for steps of varying lengths. Using a sine wave for 
this reason ensures that the initial steps of the robot will be high enough for 
the swing foot to lose contact with the ground even when faced with modeling 
errors of the robot and walking surface.   
Stabilization of the gait is done with a calculation of the center of 
pressure (COP) [30] and is augmented with the dynamics of the swinging 
foot, which were calculated with the recursive Newton-Euler algorithm. The 
change in the COP by the computed dynamics is described by: 
Δݔ ൌ െ߬௬ ൅ ݄ ∗ ܨ௘௫ܨ௘௭ ൅ ݓ  
Δݕ ൌ ߬௫ െ ݄ ∗ ܨ௘௬ܨ௘௭ ൅ ݓ  
where ݄ is the current height of the robot, ݓ is the weight of the robot, and ߬ 
and ܨ are the computed dynamic torques and forces [29]. 





ideally the robot moves at a constant velocity and the stance legs move at 1/3 
of the pace of the swinging foot, and by neglecting them, significant 
computation time can be saved. This augmentation results in a similar 
balancing algorithm as the common zero moment point (ZMP) algorithm used 
in bipedal balancing [31] where if the COP is not located in the support 
polygon, the legs are moved so that the COP is in the support polygon; this is 
illustrated in Figure 7. In this implementation, the legs were only moved in 
the y direction so that the cyclical motion in the x direction that allows for 
forward translation of the robot was not affected by the balancing. It is 
important to note, however, that if large corrections to the body must be 
made to maintain balance, then the assumption of a constant velocity body 
cannot be held. 
For this research, a buffer system had to be created for proper 
balancing to be achieved in the face of errors in the modeling of the dynamic 
parameters of the robot. The buffer was defined as a fraction of the support 
polygon (the fraction being determined experimentally), and if the COP was 
located inside of the support polygon, then changes were slowly and 
incrementally made to move the COP to the inside line of the shrunken 
support polygon, as illustrated in Figure 7. By moving to the inside line of the 
shrunken support polygon rather than moving to the center of the support 
polygon, the robot was still able to remain balanced, but when the swinging 





remain balanced and more fluid motion could be achieved. 
Pose Creation 
Separate from the inverse kinematics and CPG, emotive poses or key 
frames must be generated for each desired emotion, based on the proposed 
emotive gait methodology. The poses should position the robot in such a way 
that the posture of the body and the posture of all four legs appear to emit 
the desired emotion. In order for the poses to work with the CPG, they should 
also be symmetrical along the midsagittal plane; this symmetry allows for 
easy entry into the gait. Judgement regarding how an initial pose should be 
designed to fit a desired emotion can be done with a study of different 
 
Figure 7. Illustration of the balancing method. When the center of pressure is 
inside of the support polygon, it is constantly moved towards the diagonal 
line of the buffered polygon. By doing this, there can be a mediation between 
the shift necessary to maintain balance when transitioning swing legs, and 
providing a margin of safety when balancing. If the center of pressure were 





mammalian quadrupeds in the desired emotive states mixed with intuition. 
Four sample images used as inspiration to the four separate emotive poses 
created in this work can be seen in Figure 8 through Figure 11.  Once the 
pose has been satisfactorily created, all that must be saved are the joint 
angles. Through forward kinematics, the joint angles lead to each foot’s 
position and orientation, and the elbow of each angle in relation to the body 
may be found; it is each foot’s location that directly defines the robot’s body 
orientation when the robot is standing.  
For convenience, each emotive pose can be described by its deviation 
from the neutral pose. With this definition, a pose can be represented with   
 
Figure 8. An image of a dog used for inspiration for the happy pose. The 
image is from [32] with annotations added. (a) highlights the front feet being 
placed wider than the body, (b) shows the front legs being more extended 







Figure 9. An image of a dog used for inspiration for the sad pose. The image 
is from [33] with annotations added. (a) highlights the front feet being placed 
on the inside of the body, (b) shows a very low overall body height, and (c) 
shows the rear legs being wider than the front legs. 
 
Figure 10. An image of a dog used for inspiration for the angry pose. The 
image is from [34] with annotations added. (a) highlights the front legs being 
wider than the body as well as extended in front of the body (b), and (c) shows 





the variables {߲࢖ி௅, 	߲ࡾி௅,	߲ߠி௅, 	߲࢖ு௅, 	߲ࡾு௅, 	߲ߠி௅, ݏ}, where ߲࢖ி௅ is the front 
left foot’s deviation from the neutral pose, ߲ࡾி௅ is the deviation of the front 
left foot’s orientation from neutral (which can also be recorded in Euler 
angles), and ߲ߠி௅ is the deviation in angle of the front left knee relative to the 
body. The same relative parameter definitions apply to the hind left foot 
(߲࢖ு௅,	߲ࡾு௅,	߲ߠி௅). Only the left side of the body is defined due to the pose’s 
symmetry. The final variable, ݏ, defines the speed factor that determines the 
robot’s forward velocity. The convenience of describing each pose relative to 
neutral will become evident in the next section, Emotional Overlays.  The 
neutral pose is described in Table 2 and Figures 12 and 13. The pose for 
happy is seen in Table 3, Figure 14, and Figure 15, and sadness is shown in 
Table 4, Figure 16, and Figure 17.  Anger and Fear can be seen in Table 5, 
Figure 18, Figure 19, and Table 6, Figure 20, and Figure 21, respectively. 
 
Figure 11. An image of a dog used as inspiration for the fearful pose. The 
image is from [35] with annotations added. (a) shows a very narrow stance in 
the front feet, (b) highlights how close the rear feet are to the front feet, and 







   
Figure 13. Depiction of the initial position of the neutral gait in simulation. 
 
Figure 12. The initial pose of the neutral gait on the real robot. 
Table 2. The task space definition of the neutral pose. These parameters are 
with respect to the robot's reference frame. Speed factor dictates how fast the 
CPG should execute the pose. 
 X Y Z 
Front Left Foot Position (mm) 150 200 -300 
Front Left Foot Euler Angles (rad) 0 0 0 
Front Left Foot Elbow Angle (rad) െߨ2 
Hind Left Foot Position (mm) -130 200 -300 
Hind Left Foot Euler Angles (rad) 0 0 0 
Hind Left Foot Elbow Angle (rad) 
ߨ
2 







Table 3. The deviations from neutral to obtain a happy pose. These changes 
are with respect to the robot's reference frame. Speed factor dictates how fast 
the CPG should execute the pose. 
 Deviation from Neutral X Y Z 
Front Left Foot Position ሺ߲࢖ி௅) (mm) -45.6 46 10.3 
Front Left Foot Euler Angles ሺ߲ࡾி௅) (rad) 1.582 0.376 1.795 
Front Left Foot Elbow Angle ሺ߲ߠி௅) (rad) -0.371 
Hind Left Foot Position ሺ߲࢖ு௅) (mm) -91 27.4 161.5 
Hind Left Foot Euler Angles ሺ߲ࡾு௅) (rad) 3.071 0.929 2.942 
Hind Left Foot Elbow Angle ሺ߲ߠு௅) (rad) -1.217 
Speed Factor (ݏ) 0.9 
 
 
Figure 14. Image of the physical robot in the happy pose. 
   







Table 4. The deviations from neutral to obtain a sad pose. These changes are 
with respect to the robot's reference frame. Speed factor dictates how fast the 
CPG should execute the pose. 
 Deviation from Neutral X Y Z 
Front Left Foot Position ሺ߲࢖ி௅) (mm) 82.9 -19.8 108.8 
Front Left Foot Euler Anglesሺ߲ࡾி௅) (rad) -1.917 0.809 -1.949 
Front Left Foot Elbow Angle ሺ߲ߠி௅) (rad) 0.961 
Hind Left Foot Position ሺ߲࢖ு௅) (mm) 8.4 9.1 62.3 
Hind Left Foot Euler Angles ሺ߲ࡾி௅) (rad) -0.463 0.631 -2.239 
Hind Left Foot Elbow Angle ሺ߲ߠி௅) (rad) 0.187 
Speed Factor (ݏ) 0.5 
 
 
Figure 16. Image of the physical robot in the sad pose. 
   





Table 5. The deviations from neutral to obtain an angry pose. These changes 
are with respect to the robot's reference frame. Speed factor dictates how fast 
the CPG should execute the pose. 
 Deviation from Neutral X Y Z 
Front Left Foot Position ሺ߲࢖ி௅) (mm) -45.3 -2.8 80.4 
Front Left Foot Euler Angles ሺ߲ࡾி௅) (rad) 0.942 -0.125 -1.571 
Front Left Foot Elbow Angle ሺ߲ߠி௅) (rad) -0.203 
Hind Left Foot Position  ሺ߲࢖ு௅) (mm) -15.5 83.9 66.7 
Hind Left Foot Euler Angles ሺ߲ࡾி௅) (rad) 0 -1.116 -1.571 
Hind Left Foot Elbow Angle ሺ߲ߠி௅) (rad) -0.986 
Speed Factor (ݏ) 1.5 
 
  
   
Figure 19. Images of the simulated robot in the angry pose. 
 








Figure 20. Image of the physical robot in the fearful pose. 
Table 6. The deviations from neutral to obtain a fearful pose. These changes are 
with respect to the robot's reference frame. Speed factor dictates how fast the 
CPG should execute the pose. In this case, a negative speed factor indicates 
backing up. 
 Deviation from Neutral X Y Z 
Front Left Foot Position ሺ߲࢖ி௅) (mm) -63.4 -45.8 55.4 
Front Left Foot Euler Angles ሺ߲ࡾி௅) (rad) -1.671 -0.287 -1.861 
Front Left Foot Elbow Angle ሺ߲ߠி௅) (rad) 0.456 
Hind Left Foot Position ሺ߲࢖ு௅) (mm) -55.7 -12.4 72.4 
Hind Left Foot Euler Angles ሺ߲ࡾி௅) (rad) 2.011 0.693 -2.025 
Hind Left Foot Elbow Angle ሺ߲ߠி௅) (rad) 0.137 
Speed Factor (ݏ) -0.5 
   





From Figure 14 and Figure 15, it can be seen that the happy pose has 
a lowered rear end, which indicates that there is no intention to run away 
and the front legs are spread open which shows intentional vulnerability and 
trust. The sad pose (Figure 16 and Figure 17) show a robot that has a lower 
front end and elbow angles visibly similar to neutral. Sadness is also much 
slower than neutral to make a display of a dejected shuffle. Anger (Figure 18 
and Figure 19) has a level body and spread rear knees; the body is also 
slightly lower, and these give the image of a robot poised and ready to attack. 
Figure 20 and Figure 21 show the robot in a fearful pose. This is represented 
in both front and rear knees pointed inwards, as well as feet that are drawn 
in to the body to show a cowering motion.  
One method of creating these poses is to lower the maximum torque 
setting of the physical robot, and to implement a control algorithm that 
makes the left side of the robot mirror the right side of the robot. With these 
settings, all four legs of the physical robot can be easily manipulated by a 
single researcher moving half of the robot by hand. This manipulation can 
continue until the pose matches a desired emotion and at that point, a 
snapshot of all the joint angles should be taken and stored. This method also 
ensures the necessary symmetry along the midsagittal plane. However, the 
lower torque settings may cause the robot to collapse under the force of 
gravity; in this case, the robot should be suspended by an external support, or 






Finally, with the robot in a set of joint angles representing a pose, the 
CPG can then be run to create an emotive gait. This can be analogously 
viewed as perturbating the robot from neutral throughout the entire default 
gait. This perturbation creates keyframes, which initially match the emotive 
pose, and it is this perturbation that gives the gait its emotive qualities. 
These perturbations from neutral can be seen in Table 3 to Table 6.  
As the CPG is running, the body maintains the same posture as 
created by the emotive pose. In addition to the body posture, the legs 
maintain their individual postures throughout their trajectories. This is 
facilitated by the redundant DOF, and is what allows the robot to maintain a 
dominating posture while angry or a cowering posture when fearful. 
To further exaggerate these emotions, it is proposed that the CPG 
should be given a speed factor to increase or decrease the walking speed. This 
speed factor can also control the direction of motion. By controlling the 
direction of motion, the fearful robot can back away, as is instinctual when 
presented with something fearful.  
It is important to note, however, that by making significant 
perturbations from neutral, modeling errors may become more evident. This 
can be seen in the happy pose of Figure 1; in this pose, any mass or link 
length errors will become more evident due to the front leg’s extension in 





due to gravity. For this reason, it is necessary to individually tune the size of 
the CPG’s buffered polygon for each emotion in order to maintain balance 
throughout all of the various gaits. In some cases, however, balancing the 
gait with a pose overlaid can cause dynamics from the body and leg motion 
that makes balancing impossible with the algorithm described. In these 
cases, the pose’s deviations from neutral must be incrementally decreased 
until balancing is possible again. The possible need to bring an emotive pose 
back to neutral to maintain balance is one benefit to describing each pose 
relative to neutral. With this description, the increment may be defined by 
the normal of the pose’s definition and this normalized vector may be 
subtracted from the pose until the emotive gait can be satisfactorily run 
without tipping.    
3. EVALUATION SCHEMA 
 With emotive gaits now developed, an evaluation of their effectiveness 
must be done. The evaluation of this research includes both an external pilot 
study and an internal pilot study. The external pilot study is used to get 
feedback on the gaits with a specific effort of improving them. In this study, 
the subjects will be told what emotion the robot is trying to display, and the 
subjects will be asked for feedback on how to make the display more effective. 
The internal pilot study, however, only tries to measure the effectiveness of 
the gaits, and the subjects are not told beforehand what the emotive goal of 
the robot is. For both studies, IRB approval was obtained, under reference 
number IRB_00099688 with the IRB decision documentation shown in 
Appendix C. 
External Pilot Study 
 The first study included five subjects who were tasked with verifying 
that the designed poses led to an elicitation of the desired emotions. In this 
study, the subject was shown the simulated robot walking with an overlaid 





gait, the subject was asked to give qualitative suggestions to make the pose 
more effective at displaying the emotion being reviewed. The parameters 
about which the subjects were asked to give feedback included: 
 The speed of the robot 
 The maximum height of the foot bed throughout each step 
 The step length of the swinging end effectors 
 The initial position of the front and rear elbows (whether they should 
be closer or farther from the body) 
 The initial position of the front and rear feet (whether they should be 
moved forward/backward or in/out) 
 The height of the body throughout the demonstration of the gait 
 The orientation of the body (whether it should be tilted more forward 
or backward) 
 The five subjects consisted of three males and two females with an 
average age of 29.4 years old. Because the subjects were told what the 
desired emotion was when it was displayed, potential subjects were not 
excluded from the study if they had prior knowledge of the research. 
Potential subjects were excluded, however, if they had impaired vision that 
prohibited them from viewing the simulation or if they had been diagnosed 
with a disorder that prevented them from recognizing intended emotions 
(such as autism). A blank study form can be seen in Figure 22. 











at their intentional displays. After the data were gathered, the results were 
averaged and applied to each gait. In many cases, the suggested alterations 
made balancing impossible with the COP algorithm used, and the parameters 
had to be brought closer to neutral for the robot to successfully walk (as the 
creation of the emotional overlay describes).  
Internal Pilot Study 
After the feedback from the external study was implemented, an 
additional pilot study was executed to determine the overlaid gaits’ 
effectiveness at conveying emotions. These tests used five new subjects, and 
in addition to the potential subject exclusions that applied to the external 
pilot study, these tests excluded anybody who had prior knowledge of the 
research. The five subjects chosen consisted of four males and one female, 
with an average age of 24.8 years old. To introduce the research, subjects 
were given an IRB approved cover letter that detailed the study’s objectives 
and risks, which can be seen in Figure 23. If the subjects had no questions, 
they were then administered the tests. 
The study was comprised of three blocks; in each block, the five gaits 
were displayed to the subject in a random order. After a gait was displayed, 
the subject was asked to mark which emotion they thought the robot was 
trying to emote. The subjects were told that they may mark the same emotion 








Figure 23. Cover letter provided to research subjects of the internal pilot 








 Figure 24. Copy of the internal pilot study's initial block of tests. 
4. RESULTS 
External Pilot Study Results 
After administering the external pilot study to the five subjects, their 
feedback was averaged and implemented into the original emotive poses. In 
this study, the subjects were asked for qualitative suggestions, and this led to 
a need for qualitative averaging; the results of this averaged subject feedback 
can be seen in Table 7.  The implementation of this feedback led to new 
Table 7. Qualitative results from the external pilot study. 
 Pose Happy Sad Angry Scared 
Speed Faster Slower Faster Same 
Step Height Higher Same Much Higher Lower 








Position Same Same Same Same 








Initial Rear Feet 
Positions Same Same Same Same 
Body Height Same Same Slightly Higher Same 





emotional overlays, and as the process of overlaying is described, some of the 
new poses were unstable and required decremental changes towards neutral. 
The final, stable poses can be seen in Figure 12 through Figure 21. The 
feedback and stabilization created significant changes for the original poses; 
the changes from these initial poses can be seen in Table 8 through Table 11.  
As Ekman found, major emotions are cross cultural [7], but every 
individual has nuances when expressing these emotions. By taking feedback 
from multiple subjects and applying it to each pose, the nuances created by a 
single researcher’s opinion on emotive displays were fleshed out, in turn 
creating a more universally identifiable display of robotic emotions.  
Internal Pilot Study Results 
With updated emotive poses now capable of being overlaid onto the 
CPG, it is necessary to evaluate each emotive gait’s effectiveness. At this  
Table 8. Changes from the initial happy pose to the final happy pose. These 
changes are based on subject feedback and stability requirements. 
 Deviation from Initial Pose X Y Z 
Front Left Foot Position (mm) -80 -60 -10 
Front Left Foot Euler Angles (deg) 0 0 0 
Front Left Foot Elbow Angle (deg) 25 
Front Step Height (mm) 0 
Hind Left Foot Position (mm) 15 -15 -10 
Hind Left Foot Euler Angles (deg) 0 0 0 
Hind Left Foot Elbow Angle (deg) 0 
Hind Step Height (mm) 0 







point, however, it became evident that the physical robot did not have the 
actuation torque required to display the gaits. This led to the simulation of 
the robot being used to complete the internal pilot study. The five new 
subjects gave results to the internal pilot study that can be seen in Table 12. 
These results show that four out of five emotions (including neutral) were  
Table 10. Changes from the initial fearful pose to the final fearful pose. These 
changes are based on subject feedback and stability requirements. 
 Deviation from Initial Pose X Y Z 
Front Left Foot Position (mm) -30 0 -15 
Front Left Foot Euler Angles (deg) 0 0 0 
Front Left Foot Elbow Angle (deg) 0 
Front Step Height (mm) -10 
Hind Left Foot Position (mm) -30 0 -25 
Hind Left Foot Euler Angles (deg) 0 0 0 
Hind Left Foot Elbow Angle (deg) 0 
Hind Step Height (mm) -10 
Step Length (mm) 0 
Table 9. Changes from the initial angry pose to the final angry pose. These 
changes are based on subject feedback and stability requirements. 
 Deviation from Initial Pose X Y Z 
Front Left Foot Position (mm) -5 30 0 
Front Left Foot Euler Angles (deg) 0 0 0 
Front Left Foot Elbow Angle (deg) 40 
Front Step Height (mm) 20 
Hind Left Foot Position (mm) -25 55 0 
Hind Left Foot Euler Angles (deg) 0 0 0 
Hind Left Foot Elbow Angle (deg) -10 
Hind Step Height (mm) 20 









successfully identified at least 60% of the time. Sadness was only identified 
33% of the time, yet every misidentification of this gait was attributed to the  
fearful emotion.  
 Intuitively it seems that once a subject has been exposed to all of the 
gaits, their ability to successfully identify emotional poses should increase. To 
test this notion, each subject’s final block of tests was compiled and can be 
seen in Table 13. The results of this summation show that three emotions are 
more successfully identified, one emotion’s identification rate remains the  
Table 12: A compilation of all of the results from the internal pilot study. 
 Recognition Result (%) 
Neutral Happy Sad Anger Fear 
Emitted 
Emotion 
Neutral 87 13    
Happy 13 73 7  7 
Sad   33  67 
Anger 26  7 60 7 
Fear 7  33  60 
Table 11. Changes from the initial sad pose to the final sad pose. These 
changes are based on subject feedback and stability requirements. 
 Deviation from Initial Pose X Y Z 
Front Left Foot Position (mm) -25 0 -42.5 
Front Left Foot Euler Angles (deg) 0 0 0 
Front Left Foot Elbow Angle (deg) 10 
Front Step Height (mm) 10 
Hind Left Foot Position (mm) 15 0 0 
Hind Left Foot Euler Angles (deg) 0 0 0 
Hind Left Foot Elbow Angle (deg) 20 
Hind Step Height (mm) 55 






same, yet the neutral gait was misidentified more often. After the subjects 
were exposed to all of the gaits, each emotion did, however, have a 60% 
identification rate or higher, including sadness. 
 
 
Table 13. The summation of results from the final block of tests of each 
subject in the internal pilot study. 
 Recognition Result (%) 
Neutral Happy Sad Anger Fear 
Emitted 
Emotion 
Neutral 80 20    
Happy 20 80    
Sad   60  40 
Anger 20   60 20 
Fear   20  80 
5. ANALYSIS 
Rejecting the Null Hypothesis 
Due to the categorical nature of the data, the traditional chi-squared 
method can be implemented when analyzing the statistical independence of 
the different emotive gaits [36]. Categorical data can be tabularized, and the 
chi-squared statistical analysis utilizes tallies of each category’s response. 
The actual chi-squared (߯^2ሻ value of each table entry is computed with the 
equation: 
߯ଶ ൌ ∑ ሺ ௜ܱ െ ܧ௜ሻ
ଶ
ܧ௜  
where ௜ܱ is the observed table entry’s tally and ܧ௜ is the expected tally. When 
conducting a test regarding the independence of variables, the chi-squared 
method compares the number of observed tallies with the number of expected 
tallies. When applying this to a null hypothesis test, the number of expected 
counts (ܧ௜) would be an equal distribution. 
In this research, the null hypothesis is: given a gait, there is equal 
probability that a subject will attribute it to any of the five provided 
emotions, or in other words, that the subject’s perception of the robot’s 





of the internal pilot study summarized in Table 12 give rise to the chi-
squared independence table seen in Table 14. The summation of each table 
entry’s ߯ଶ value leads to a total ߯ଶ of 135.29, but due to the low sample size, it 
is possible that this value is overestimated [36]. After comparing this value to 
a table of chi-squared distribution values (Table 1.3.6.7.4.1 in [37]), it can be 
seen that the null hypothesis can be easily rejected with a significance level 
of ߙ ൌ 0.05. For this significance level of 0.05, ߯ଶ must be greater than 26.296, 
meaning we have a factor of safety of about 5; this factor of safety provides a 
comfortable buffer for the possible ߯ଶ overestimation. 
  
Table 14. A chi-squared independence test from the results in Table 12. The 
top numbers are the number of observed values; the middle, italicized 
numbers are the number of expected values; and the bottom numbers in 
parentheses are the individual ߯ଶ values. 
 Chi-Squared Independence Test 
























































































Though the chi-squared analysis proves that there is a correlation 
between a pose overlaid on a neutral gait and a user’s interpretation of the 
robot’s emotion, it does not explicitly state what that correlation is. From the 
internal pilot study’s results in Table 12, it is evident that all poses except 
sad created identifiable gaits over 50% of the time and that sad was only 
mistaken for fear. Interestingly, previous studies demonstrated that subjects 
had difficulty distinguishing fear from other emotions as well [17]. Neutral 
was the most easily identifiable, and it was only mistaken for happy. Anger 
had the highest variance among all of the gaits, with the only emotion it 
wasn’t mistaken for being happy. This seems to suggest that there are a wide 
array of perceptions concerning what an angry quadruped gait looks like. 
Table 13 shows that after a subject has seen all of the overlaid gaits, 
they are more likely to identify the correct emotion, this suggests a large 
learning effect. Every emotion’s correct perception rate increased from this 
learning effect, other than neutral’s; neutral’s identifiability was actually 
reduced by 7%. The largest increase in identifiability came from sadness, 
which increased by 27%. This learning effect suggests that a subject’s 
perceptions adapt with repeated exposure to the gaits, which is key in the 
recognition and implementation of emotive gaits. 
6. FUTURE WORK 
As discussed, the analysis of Table 12 and the chi-squared independence 
test show that it is clearly possible for humans to interpret an intended 
display of emotions from a robotic quadruped’s gait. However, it also suggests 
that the research in this area has yet to be finalized. There are a number of 
areas needing improvement that future work related to producing emotional 
displays in a quadruped’s gait should examine. These improvements include 
enhancing the design of the robot, revising the CPG, and iterating upon the 
pose configurations. 
The subject studies were limited by the fact that the surveys had to be 
conducted using the simulated robot instead of utilizing the real robot. This 
should be addressed by increasing the actuator torques. In addition to 
increasing actuator torques, the CPG could actively monitor torques and 
constantly prevent actuator saturation. Prevention of saturation could be 
done by decreasing the pose’s deviations from neutral any time torque limits 
were exceeded, decreased to the point that the gait could physically proceed. 
After the actuators were no longer saturated, the pose deviations could then 
be increased back towards the original pose definitions. By improving the 





should still be able to run all the emotive poses through self-monitoring and 
automatic reconfigurations. 
This need to correct configurations, however, is already done manually 
for balancing purposes, and is one contributing factor to the less than perfect 
internal study results. In order to maintain balance, the robot’s emotional 
pose configurations had to be brought closer to neutral, in turn decreasing 
the poses emotive effect. Three things should be done to address this: the 
robot should be more accurately modeled, the full dynamics of the robot 
should be taken into consideration, and the balancing algorithm should be 
improved or changed to that of a dynamic gait. The inaccurate modeling of 
the robot prevents the system from remaining balanced when at the edge of 
the support polygon. This made the use of the buffered polygon required, and 
in turn created larger perturbations for balancing. Also, by not modeling the 
full dynamics of the robot, tipping often occurred at the point where the 
swing phase transitioned to a new foot. Finally, by limiting the balancing 
algorithm to only moving in the robot’s y direction, larger than necessary 
movements had to be imposed; this further accentuated the previous two 
problems. If at this point the suggested poses still cannot be applied to the 
CPG without modifications, then a dynamic gait should be designed to take 
place of the crawl.   
Despite over a 60% successful identification rate after the subjects had 





still had only an overall successful identification rate of 30%, yet it was only 
ever mistaken as fear. This indicates that the poses are not wholly indicative 
of the emotions they attempt to portray and will need to be improved. For 
this reason, the external pilot study should be iterated upon, though the 
survey should be altered to be less open ended and more quantitative in an 
effort to produce more meaningful feedback. The next iteration of these tests 
should also be done on the real robot in an effort to remove any 
inconsistencies that may be created from subjects viewing the simulation.  
After these improvements have been made, a larger study should be 
conducted in order to statistically ensure accurate results. For meaningful 
results with a medium effect size (which corresponds to a value of 0.3 based 
on Cohen’s effect sizes [38]), a power of 0.8, and a significance level of 0.05; a 
pool of 15 subjects should be gathered and administered a study in the 
manner of the internal pilot study [39]. 
To expound on this work, a study could be done to test the effects of 
different magnitudes of emotions, such as an emphatic or subtle attempt at 
emitting a desired emotion. Describing the poses relative to neutral as 
presented here facilitates this test. As described, the poses could be decreased 
by a normalized amount for a subtler effect or increased in a similar manner 
for a more emphatic effect. 
The gaits themselves could also be expounded upon. In this study, a 





possible, however, to create a gait based solely on the display of a particular 
emotion. Perhaps a happy gait would dynamically bounce around, while an 
angry gait could oscillate between aggressive forward lurches and slow 
retreats, as if it were trying to intimidate an opponent into fleeing. Such 
notions could be explored by creating separate, unique gaits for each emotion 
(rather than overlaying an existing gait with all of the emotions). 
Again, with a final success rate of 60% or higher for identification after 
learning, it seems evident that a robot can display emotions solely through its 
gait. However, these results also indicate that there is significant room for 
improvement. A few ways of improving include, but are not limited to: 
increasing the strength of the robot, improving the CPG to handle dynamics, 
improving the robustness of the balancing algorithm, and further tuning the 
poses through more subject studies. Developing these emotive gaits is just 
one step in the development of an empathetic robotic, but this research in 
combination with research regarding emotive actions and adding more 
emotive body parts (such as a head and tail) [2] could all culminate in a fully 
emotional robotic system.  
7. CONCLUSION 
This work clearly demonstrates that by varying a robot’s pose as well as 
the speed, step height, and step length, a human can interpret a variety of 
emotions elicited by a robot. This research demonstrated this on a quadruped 
with 28 DOF, 7 of which comprise each leg. A closed form solution was found 
for the inverse kinematics of the legs that involved finding the inverse to 
Euler’s finite rotation formula. This could be used, in pair with a CPG, to 
create a neutral crawl. Poses representing each emotion were then overlaid 
atop the neutral gait, and it is this overlaying of poses on top of neutral gaits 
that leads to movements that humans interpret as emotive.  
The initial poses were iterated upon with an IRB approved study that was 
presented in Chapter 3. The feedback obtained from this initial study was 
implemented onto the robot and overlaid back onto the neutral gait. The 
final, iterated poses were then scrutinized by a new subject pool who 
evaluated each gaits’ effectiveness with a second, different pilot study. The 
presented results of this study, shown in Table 7 and Table 12, support the 
hypothesis that a quadruped can walk in a manner that displays an intended 
emotion using the presented emotional poses in Figure 12 through Figure 21. 





presented research provides a gateway to developing robotic systems 
designed for humans to emotionally bond with. Further work should include 
a more accurate model to be developed, along with stronger joint actuators to 
support the robot. In addition to physical changes, the CPG should be more 
robust in order to take consideration of the torque limits of the actuators into 
account. The poses should also be iterated upon with more subjects to make 
them more effective. 
By developing robotic systems with intentional emotional displays 
robotics will become more viable solutions for therapeutic problems, they will 
be utilized as companion tools, and these systems will lead to more trust in 
medium-scaled robots, creating an easier gateway into the everyday home. 
Adapting walking to the display of emotions is one major step in the 
development of emotional robotics. 
APPENDIX A 





Euler’s Finite Rotation Formula 
A vector ࢇ rotated by a fixed angle ߠ about a fixed unit vector ࣁ results 
in a new vector  ࢈ with the following relationship: 
࢈ ൌ ࢔ ∗ ሺ࢔ ∙ ࢇሻ ∗ ൫1 െ cosሺߠሻ൯ ൅ ࢇ ∗ cosሺߠሻ ൅ ࢔ ൈ ࢇ ∗ sinሺߠሻ 
This finite rotation formula was first introduced by Leonhard Euler, but is 
commonly attributed to Olinde Rodrigues [26]. In this work, the inverse of 
this equation (obtaining ߠ given vectors ࢈, ࢇ, and ࢔ሻ is used to find the angle 
of the elbow when creating poses for the quadruped, and is also used in the 
inverse kinematics of the 7 DOF arm presented above.  
Inverse of Euler’s Finite Rotation Formula 
 The inverse of the finite rotation formula to find ߠ given the vectors ࢈, 
ࢇ, and ࢔ can be found with an application of intelligent dot products. By 
taking the dot product of both sides of the finite rotation formula with ࢇ, the 
cosine of ߠ can be isolated: 
cosሺߠሻ ൌ ࢇ ∙ ࢈ െ ࢇ ∙ ࢔ ∗ ሺ࢔ ∙ ࢇሻࢇ ∙ ࢇ െ ࢇ ∙ ࢔ ∗ ሺ࢔ ∙ ࢇሻ 
Similarly, the sine of ߠ can be isolated by applying the dot product of ࢔ ൈ ࢇ to 
the finite rotation formula: 
sinሺߠሻ ൌ ሺ࢔ ൈ ࢇሻ ∙ ሺ࢈ െ ࢔ ∗ ሺ࢔ ∙ ࢇሻሻ 
Then using the four-quadrant arctangent function, ߠ can be found: 








The robot was programmed in C++ and the code for the inverse 





















      std::cout << "Yo Shit Overflowed\n"; 





















































































































      JointAngles(i) ‐= 2 * M_PI; 
    while (JointAngles(i) < ‐M_PI) 


























































Figure 25. IRB approval documentation 
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